Report of the Section of Antitrust Law of the American
Bar Association on “The Antitrust Health Care
Advancement Act of 1997"

These views are being presented only on behalf of the Section of Antitrust Law
(“the Antitrust Section”). They have not been approved by the House of Delegates or the
Board of Governors of the American Bar Association, and should not be construed as
representing the position of the ABA.

Introduction
On January 9, 1997, Representative Henry Hyde reintroduced the “Antitrust
Health Care Advancement Act of 1997” (hereinafter “Antitrust Health Advancement
Act” or “Act”), H.R. 415, which is virtually identical to the bill he introduced in 1996.1
Like its predecessor, it would amend federal and state antitrust laws by exempting
individual providers attempting to establish a "Health Care Provider Network," and the
conduct of such networks, from per se analysis under federal and state antitrust laws.
The Antitrust Section opposed the Antitrust Health Advancement Act in 1996 on
the basis that the creation of a broad exemption from per se liability was unnecessary and
would have entailed a significant risk of raising prices and diminishing choices for
consumers.2 Those concerns apply with equal force to the new Act. In addition, it is the
Antitrust Section’s position that any perceived need for antitrust relief in provider
network legislation has been eliminated by the issuance of the most recent “Statements of
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Antitrust Enforcement Policy in Health Care” by the federal antitrust enforcement
agencies.3

Summary of the Act
The Act would exempt the exchange of information among providers, e.g. doctors
and hospitals, attempting to establish a Health Care Provider Network ("Network"), and
the conduct of such Networks, from per se analysis under the federal antitrust laws.
Under the Act, the exemption from per se analysis would apply to the exchange of
information on prices, fees, marketing information and the like among providers, if such
exchange was “reasonably” necessary, and if the information was exchanged “solely for
purpose of establishing a health care provider network.” Likewise, the per se exemption
would apply to conduct of a Network to the extent that it is “negotiating, making or
performing” a contract for health care services.4
A Network is defined in the Act as an organization of providers that is organized
and operated by health care providers for the purpose of providing health care services.5
A Network can range from a loosely affiliated physician group, such as an independent
practice association, to a tightly integrated venture, such as a physician-hospital
organization that shares financial risk. In addition to being composed of providers, the
organization must satisfy other requirements, involving capital contributions, quality
assurance programs, utilization review programs, management oversight, and
grievance procedures, in order to qualify as a Network. 6
The exemption from per se analysis in the Act applies to specified conduct of
both individual providers and the Networks themselves. The Act also mandates that
within 180 days of its enactment the federal antitrust enforcement agencies -- the Federal
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Trade Commission and the Department of Justice -- promulgate guidelines specifying the
“enforcement polices and analytical principles that will be applied” to providers and to
Networks for the purpose of implementing the per se exemption.

Free Competition and the Antitrust Laws
The basic objectives of the antitrust laws are to encourage the competitive process
that ensures the most efficient allocation of resources so as to offer consumers
low-priced, high-quality and accessible goods and services, while at the same time
inhibiting practices that interfere with free competition.7
Arguments advanced for antitrust exemptions or immunities are often a guise for
an effort to protect their proponents from these competitive pressures, which otherwise
would lead to the most advantageous allocation of resources and promote consumer
welfare. Sound antitrust policy, as expressed by the courts, rejects efforts to immunize
the health care field from antitrust scrutiny.8
The wisdom of this approach is highlighted by those situations where health care
industry participants have engaged in activities to insulate themselves from competition
or to exclude alternative providers from offering services to consumers. Instead of letting
consumers make informed purchasing decisions, certain providers have attempted to
arrogate those decisions to themselves. Antitrust enforcement has been largely
responsible for preventing or ending practices that restrict competition and for opening
markets to new and innovative forms of health care, such as HMOs and PPOs.9
The Antitrust Section strongly endorses competition in the health care industry,
and disfavors any exemption that is not demonstrably necessary to achieve a specific
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policy objective that cannot be accomplished in a manner consistent with antitrust law.10
For the reasons set forth below, the antitrust exemption in the Antitrust Health
Advancement Act carries a substantial risk of weakening antitrust enforcement and
potentially decreasing the vigorous competition that promotes low-cost, high-quality,
accessible health care services. Such a broad exemption is neither necessary to nor
consistent with consumer welfare.

The Per Se Rule vs. the Rule of Reason
To appreciate the effect of the exemption in the Act it is essential to understand
not only the difference between the per se rule and rule of reason analysis under the
antitrust laws, but also the wide berth antitrust law affords to a broad range of provider
network conduct even without the exemption.
The per se rule is a judicial doctrine created by the Supreme Court to apply to a
limited group of practices known as “naked” restraints on competition, i.e., those limited
categories of concerted conduct, such as price-fixing, horizontal market allocation and (in
some circumstances) group boycotts, that are so pernicious to the competitive process as
to be deemed unlawful on their face, without further inquiry into justifications or
competitive effects.11 The per se rule is indispensable to effective antitrust enforcement
because it provides a bright line rule and a clear deterrent against unambiguously
anticompetitive conduct, and avoids protracted litigation and enforcement proceedings.
The rule of reason applies to all other practices which might raise competitive
issues under the antitrust laws, including most varieties of joint venture or “network”
conduct.12 The rule involves an extended inquiry into the competitive effects of
particular conduct, balancing the procompetitive and the anticompetitive effects of the
conduct.
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"A rule of reason analysis determines whether the formation or operation of the joint
venture may have a substantial anticompetitive effect and, if so, whether that potential
effect is outweighed by any procompetitive efficiencies resulting from that joint venture."
1996 Policy Statements, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 13,153, at 20,818.

The Broad Scope and Flexibility of the Rule of Reason in
Sanctioning Legitmate Network/Joint Venture Conduct
Both in and outside of the health care field, antitrust law promotes joint ventures
which introduce new products and services or efficiencies into the marketplace.13 1996
Policy Statements, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 13,153, at 20,827.14 1996 Policy
Statements, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 13,153, at 20,827.15 The federal antitrust
enforcement agencies have long encouraged the formation of procompetitive health care
joint ventures,16 such as innovative types of provider networks and collaborative services
in the health care marketplace, through such entities as HMOs and preferred provider
organizations.17 Moreover, when analyzing joint venture or network conduct, the courts
view with favor, and apply the rule of reason to, those “restraints” ancillary to a venture
-- including, for example, non-competition covenants, and even pricing and output
restrictions -- which are reasonably related to the operation of a joint venture and
13
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necessary to achieve goals of the joint venture which enhance consumer welfare and
which do not depend for their success on increasing price or reducing output.18
In amplifying this basic antitrust principle and expanding the 1994 Policy
Statements on physician and multiprovider networks (Statements 8 and 9), the 1996
Policy Statements have now explicitly addressed the issues which the Act had been
designed to address. The revised Policy Statements provide additional guidance and
flexibility to hospitals and physicians as to the types of joint activities they can engage in
without violating the antitrust laws. This guidance is furnished in the form of expanded
"antitrust safety zones," which describe the circumstances under which the Agencies will
not challenge provider conduct under the antitrust laws. The Policy Statements also set
forth the analysis the Agencies will use to review conduct which falls outside the antitrust
safety zones. In addition, the Agencies have established and actively engage in the
review procedure outlined in the Policy Statements to provide guidance on specific
proposals.
•

Statement 8: Physician Networks

Expanded Safety Zones. Policy Statement No. 8 applies to the formation of
physician network joint ventures that are controlled by physicians and jointly price and
market the services of their member physicians. It establishes two antitrust safety zones
for these networks. The first safety zone covers exclusive physician networks comprised
of 20 percent or less of the physicians in each physician specialty with active hospital
staff privileges in the relevant geographic market, where the members share substantial
financial risk. The second safety zone applies to non-exclusive physician networks
comprised of 30 percent or less of the physicians in each physician specialty with active
staff privileges in the relevant geographic market, where the members share substantial
financial risk.
To qualify for the antitrust safety zone, physicians participating in a physician
network must share substantial financial risk in providing the services offered by the
network. In 1994, the Agencies provided two examples of situations in which members
of a physician network share substantial financial risk: 1) when the physicians agree to
provide services to a health insurance plan at a capitated rate, and 2) when the network
creates significant financial incentives for its members as a group to achieve
cost-containment goals, such as withholding a substantial amount of the compensation
due to its members and distributing it only if the cost-containment goals are met.
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The 1996 Policy Statements add three new examples of acceptable financial risksharing: 1) agreements by the network to provide services to a health plan for a
predetermined percentage of the plan's premiums or revenues; 2) establishing financial
rewards or penalties based on the network as a whole meeting cost or utilization targets;
and 3) the use of global fees or all-inclusive case rates for specific services. The
Agencies also clarified that the individual physician members within a network can enter
into different types of risk-sharing arrangements.
Expanded Rule of Reason Analysis; Examples of Procompetitive Integration,
Under the 1994 Policy Statements, the Agencies stated that physician networks that fall
outside the safety zone will not be per se illegal and will be analyzed under the more
flexible "rule of reason" standard if 1) the physicians in the network share substantial
financial risk or 2) the combining of the physicians into a joint venture enables them to
offer a new product producing substantial efficiencies. In emphasizing that physician
networks outside the antitrust safety zone can be procompetitive and do not necessarily
raise substantial antitrust concerns, the 1996 Policy Statements expand the application of
the rule of reason to such networks and provide important examples of the use of the rule
of reason to sanction procompetitive network integration.
Specifically, the Agencies now recognize that a physician network may also
produce substantial cost savings and efficiencies through clinical integration even though
there is no financial risk-sharing in the network. Thus, the Agencies will apply the rule
of reason standard not only to economically integrated networks, but also to clinically
integrated networks that produce efficiencies without any sharing of financial risk.
Sufficient clinical integration can be shown by the network implementing a program to
evaluate and modify practice patterns by the network’s physicians and to create a high
degree of interdependence among the physicians to control costs and ensure quality. This
program may include: 1) mechanisms to monitor and control utilization that are designed
to control costs and assure quality of care; 2) selectively choosing network physicians
who will further these efficiency objectives; and 3) significant investments of monetary
and human capital in the necessary infrastructure and capability to realize the
efficiencies. In addition, networks that enter into both risk-sharing and non-risk-sharing
contracts may be judged under the rule of reason standard if significant efficiencies from
the risk-sharing contracts carry over to the other contracts.

•

Statement 9: Multiprovider Networks

In Policy Statement No. 9, the Agencies acknowledge the "wide range of new
relationships and affiliations" occurring as networks form among providers at different
levels in the health care system, involving (among other things) the joint marketing of
services to health benefits plans and other purchasers. Since many issues are common to
both physician and multiprovider networks, Statement 9 generally follows and
incorporates the analytical approach contained in Policy Statement No. 8, with the
principal exception that there are no antitrust "safety zones" for multiprovider networks.

Thus, for example, Statement 9 describes the analytical principles the Agencies
will apply in evaluating multiprovider networks, such as PHOs. The Agencies will
analyze agreements among competitors within the multiprovider network that may
restrict competition, such as setting a single price for services, first by determining
whether the competitors are sufficiently integrated so that their agreements will be treated
under the rule of reason analysis, and then by determining the markets in which the
network could affect competition and the competitive effects in such markets.
The Agencies also indicate that agreements among competitors within the
multiprovider network on price or other terms of competition, which otherwise may be
per se unlawful, may be procompetitive (and thus governed by the rule of reason) where
the competitors are sufficiently integrated, either economically or clinically, to produce
significant efficiencies. In these situations, the Agencies will consider whether the
agreements are reasonably necessary to accomplish the procompetitive benefits of the
integration.
In addition, although not contained in "safety zones," Statement 9 adds essentially
the same three new examples of financial risk-sharing as does Statement 8 (to the two
examples contained in the corresponding 1994 Statements) -- conduct which would,
under rule of reason analysis, exemplify the reasonableness of joint provider pricing in
the network.19 1996 Policy Statements, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 13,153, at 20,827.20
1996 Policy Statements, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 13,153, at 20,827.21 Furthermore,
consistent with their treatment of physician networks, the 1996 Policy Statements
indicate that rule of reason analysis will be applied to multiprovider networks which are
clinically integrated but do not involve financial risk-sharing. In addition, market or
service allocation agreements among network members that are reasonably necessary for
the network to realize procompetitive benefits will be subject to rule of reason analysis.22
The 1996 Policy Statements also contain a more expansive interpretation of
permissible activities under the so-called "messenger model" approach, applicable to the
situation where the network is not economically integrated. In this situation, under the
Policy Statements, the Agencies have sanctioned the use of a "messenger" to make
pricing arrangements with payers. Under the approach outlined in the 1994 Policy
Statements, an agent or third party could deal individually with the providers in the
network, tell purchasers what prices and terms each of them is willing to accept, and then
convey back to individual providers any contract offers made by the purchasers. Each
provider would make an independent, unilateral decision to accept or reject the
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purchaser's offer. However, many providers viewed the messenger model approach as
impractical and unduly limited.
The 1996 Policy Statements now recognize that messenger models can operate in
a variety of acceptable ways. For example, the messenger can obtain "standing offers"
from individual providers about the fees they would be willing to accept, and contact
payers on their behalf. The revised Policy Statements also give messengers greater
discretion to accept or reject offers from health care plans and to provide their members
with information about those offers. For example, messengers are permitted to accept
offers from health care plans if they have received explicit authority to do so and to
provide objective information about the terms of an offer from a third-party payor to the
members of a network so that they can compare the offers with the terms offered by other
plans.
Even before the 1996 Policy Statements, it was clear that most conduct of
provider networks (including the Networks proposed by the Act), such as selective and
exclusive contracting, practice parameters or other standard-setting, objective
membership criteria, the quality assurance and utilization review required by statute, and
joint pricing by financially integrated networks, is evaluated under the rule of reason.
The importance of the 1996 Policy Statements -- the impact which renders the Act
unnecessary -- is in enhancing the ability of physicians and other providers to form
integrated networks in which they jointly price and market their services. By expanding
the forms of acceptable risk-sharing arrangements and recognizing that substantial
efficiencies and benefits can be produced by networks which are clinically integrated but
do not have financial risk-sharing, the Agencies have given providers additional
flexibility and options in structuring their networks so as to provide high quality,
accessible and cost-effective care.

The Critical Need for the Per Se Rule
It is precisely because the per se rule is confined to those few categories of
conduct which raise the most severe competitive problems that its elimination is unwise
and unnecessary. There is nothing in the Act or otherwise to safeguard against the
potential that certain provider networks may engage in that type of conduct which some
provider “networks” have been found to undertake: “sham” activity with the principal
purpose of fixing prices or fees and raising costs to payors, employers and consumers. In
the network context, the Act carries the potential that provider networks with market
power would find it less risky to boycott cost-cutting health plans and demand higher
prices if the per se rule and sanctions (including criminal penalties) were not available to
challenge such conduct. There is also a substantial risk that the Act could have the
unintended and unfortunate effect of protecting sham joint ventures -- even ventures
involving all of the providers in a market -- which technically might be engaged in
conduct protected under the Act, but which have no redeeming efficiency justifications or
benefits for consumers. It is precisely in those instances which involve the most
egregious types of anticompetitive conduct that the per se rule is most critical to effective

antitrust enforcement. Indeed, the antitrust enforcement agencies have aggressively
prosecuted such efforts, with the per se rule as an indispensable enforcement tool.23 Its
evisceration in the context of provider networks covered by the Act will substantially
weaken antitrust enforcement and have a serious adverse impact on consumers of health
care services.
Moreover, there is no convincing justification for applying an exemption from the
per se rule to provider networks. The justifications put forward have asserted that the per
se rule presents a serious obstacle to the formation of provider networks.24 But, as noted
above, most of their conduct will escape per se condemnation under existing law and the
recent, more flexible, enforcement guidance -- unless the conduct is blatantly
anticompetitive, in which case the per se rule should apply. Fear of overdeterrence is
unwarranted.
In sum, the 1996 Policy Statements should erase any question about the need for
legislation to protect legitimate provider networks from per se liability. The Act is
overbroad and unnecessary, and its enactment would undermine the analytical principles
and guidelines which have been the foundation for principled antitrust enforcement in the
health care industry. The per se rule remains the consumer’s ally against price-fixing and
other blatantly anticompetitive conduct. Provider networks should not be exempt from
its application.
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See Compare Letter to Speaker Gingrich from the American Medical Association, July
28, 1995, with AMA reaction to 1996 Policy Statements, supra, n. 3.

